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Target for bomb?
S

By Mark Hegedus
First of two parts
"The issue IS not whether the American people
should or should not protect themselves against
disaster. Of course they should. The issue is
whether the American people are entitled to full,
honest information about the nature of the
anticipated disaster and the problems involved
in adequate protection."
Norman Cousins
Editor of the Saturday Review
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population -industry center ol more than 200.00o
and slated to receive a SI% megaton bomb.
In 1972 San lose has grown to meet the
requirements of the "50 largest cities in
America" category with megaton projection
deliveries of up to 100 megatons.
The San lose office of Civil Defense seemed to
take credence in "Strategy for Survival" in 1963.
Quotes from its pages include:
"Somewhere in enemy files exists an attack
plan. The proposed enemy attack plan would be
developed to a high degree of accuracy. The
enemy’s first strike would be at strategic forces
of retaliation (military bases).
it would be reasonable strategy for an enemy
to attack American population centers
coincident with an attack on strategic
retaliatory bases.
"Such attacks would work effectively against
American will to fight, through resulting wild
confusion, public panic and the shattering
realization of the enormity of what was
happening."
Ralph Lapp. in his book "Kill and Overkill,"
states: "The whole rationale and nature of
nuclear war makes it inevitable that cities will
be attacked."
Harry King, Bay Area coordinator of the
Office of Emergency Services, said, "San Jose is
a large population center with electronic and
technical manufacturing centers. If anybody on
the other side is chucking bombs, San lose is the
place to hit."
Again quoting from "Strategies for Survival":
"Cities may have targeting value if they possess
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Nuclear warfare means total destruction for San Jose

Books list at 1971 prices
in Spartan bookstore sale
Four books advei used as sale merchandise
with savings up to 75 per cent in the Spartan
Bookstore were found to be selling at 1971 list
price yesterday, said Judy Garcia. AS.
consumer activities coordinator.
Ms. Garcia said one of the books, "Near
Eastern Mythology." was being sold at $3.95 on
a bargain table near the cash registers and
selling for only $2.95 on the shelves.
Titles of the other three books were "Indian
Miniatures." "Antique lade," and "The French
Empire Style." All were listed at $2.95 and being
sold at $2.95.
Spartan Bookstore manager Harry Wineroth
said the books were purchased in a large group
from a "remainder" book company.
"A remainder book company buys slow selling
books fro-n the original publishers and resells
them at a cut rate price," said Wineroth.
Wineroth said "Near Eastern Mythology" had
originally been purchased as a remainder book
and had been put on sale for $2.95. It had not
been sold, so the book was put on the shelves at

the $2.95 price.
The latest book now on sale was listed at $3.95
said Wineroth because the Harlem Book Co. had
raised the prices.
"This happens many times because
a
company finds out the book has become popular,
so they raise the price," said Wineroth.
He also said the prices of the two books would
remain the same, because it is the policy of the
bookstore not to change the price of books
already on the shelves, even though their list
price goes up.
Ms. Garcia charged the bookstore with using
deceptive advertising because it claimed to be
selling books at savings up to 75 per cent when
they were selling them at list price.
Because of an important meeting Wineroth
said he couldn’t talk to Ms. Garcia until today at
2 p.m. in the bookstore’s office.
At 12:30 today a meeting will be held in the
A.S. offices where gripes concerning the
bookstore will be aired, according to A.S. vicepresident Rudi Leonardi.

Campus recycling returns:
Operates on part-time basis
On-campus recycling returns to San lose State
University Monday, but unlike last semester’s
effort, the new center will operate on a semipermanent basis.
The center will be located on Seventh Street in
front of the Concert Hall. It will be staffed
between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m. on Monday and
Tuesday and will operate Wednesday from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m., on a bi-monthly basis.
Materials acceptable at the open-air center
include newspapers (bundled in twine), crushed
tin and aluminum cans and clean glass bottles.

SJSU will host
city council Wed
The date November 15 should erase the
common proclamation, "You can’t fight City
Hall?" for residents in and around San lose State
University.
Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in the C.U. Ballroom,
members of the San lose City Council will
present an informal neighborhood meeting.
This is the second meeting this fall. The C.U.
council session will allow campus residents the
opportunity to air their special concerns
informally in contrast to the very disciplined
weekly sessions held in the downtown council
chambers.
The neighborhood meetings were the idea of
Mayor Norman Mineta, an idea he had
introduced to San Jose citizens while
campaigning for mayor.
Mayor Mineta said throughout his
campaigning in 1970 the citizens needed a
"grass -roots" type of program to bring the
scattering population into contact with the
centrally located functions of city council.
Approximately 2,000 people have attended the
monthly neighborhood sessions so far this year
according to John Spalding, administrative
assistant to Mayor Mineta.
Spalding, former SISU graduate in journalism
and ex -Mercury -News reporter admitted some
council members are disillusioned at the average
attendance of the past session.
"As part-time employees (both the mayor’s
office and council positions) much volunteer
consideration and effort is given to the many city
problems by Mayor Mineta and the city council,"
said Spalding. He said they all are looking
forward to much more citizen enthusiasm in
these neighborhood sessions.
Usually lasting about two and one-half hours,
the neighborhood meetings will eventually
reach the ten urban districts out of the total of
fourteen sub-divisions of San lose.
The meetings are usually set on the fourth
Wednesday of every month, but because of the
upcoming Thanksgiving holiday, an alternative
week has to he used,

Lloyd Dickinson, director of the center, said
students may deliver material at any time, but he
prefers they make deliveries while staff
members are there. This is necessary to keep the
area clean.
Salaries for staff members at the center are to
come from $350 allocated by A.S. Council.
Dickinson said the money allows students to
work about 40 hours per month.
Materials collected on campus will be picked
up by the city on Wednesdays and taken to the
San Jose recycling center on Singleton Road.
Dickipson hoped to locate the
center on Eighth Street between the dorms. That
plan was dropped last week because the site was
in conflict with the Eighth Street volleyball
courts and fire land regulations.
Dickinson explained the center this semester
is being run experimentally on a semipermanent basis. Depending on campus
response, the center could be enlarged to operate
on a more permanent basis.

Approximately 10 years ago the office of Civil
Defense in San lose prepared a map of the United
States showing proposed target sites for nuclear
weapons launched by an enemy force. The map
is still displayed in that office. On that map the
city of San lose is shaded over in red pencil with
a circle denoting its destruction by a five
megaton nuclear weapon.
In an interview last week. Frank Holt.
coordinator of emergency services for the county
of Santa Clara said that the map was "obsolete."
"The whole concept of target areas is out."
Holt said. "No one can predict where an enemy
will attack or what weapons it will use."
Yet. in 1983, Mel McDonald, communications
specialist working for the office of civil defense
in San lose drew up the proposed target site map.
He predicted that San lose would, in a nuclear
attack, be obliterated by a five megaton bomb.
McDonald’s predictions came from a book
written in 1963 by Thomas Martin and Donald
Latham, "Strategy for Survival."
At that time, San lose was listed as a

human and industrial capacity which supports
a national resolve to carry on a war and hasten
post war recovery.
"It is the resources of the cities. their people
and industrial capacity which have target value.
High value is given to manufacturing ol
electronic industries. Without people to operate
the manufacturing facilities the industrial
capacity of a city is zero.
"Thus, it is a conceivable approach that in
targeting the enemy could assign a high target
value to the human resources of a city."
Stephanie Bradfield, public information
officer for the state department of Civil Defense
states. "We are hoping for’peace and planning for
disaster when it comes. ’rhe possibility of a
nuclear attack is very slight with recent
developments with Russia and China."
Martin Caidin, author of 72 books, many of
them on warfare, states in his latest book, ’When
War Comes’: "All-out nuclear war is
unthinkable. Yet we’re planning to fight that
war. Because if we don’t plan for the war, and
we’re unable to fight it with the most terrible of
weapons one might imagine, then we guarantee
we will go to war. That’s our national policy."
President john F. Kennedy said, "Every man,
woman, and child lives under a nuclear sword of
Damocles. hanging by the slenderest of thread,
capable of being cut at any moment by accident,
miscalculation, or madness."
The city of San lose lives under that threat, its
heart possibly blotted out for devastation in the
guidance control of an enemy missle.
Monday: Sirens, Shelter & Safety.
d
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McGovern wins dorm vote;
pot,housing also approved
By Bill Paterson
If residents of the San lose State University dorms had their way Sen.
George McGovern would have been president. marijuana use would have
been decriminalized, capital punishment would not have been reinstated,
and low income housing would have been a reality.
According to the unofficial tabulations of the Santa Clara County
(Registrar of Voters, residents of preceinct 1509 did not agree completely
with California voters last Tuesday. These Include the residents of the
SISU dorms.
Registrar officials must recheck figures for mistakes and irregularities
before they are official).
Of the 791 persons who were registered to vote on campus 621, 78.5 per
cent, cast ballots.
While McGovern was taking it on the chin throughout the nation
gathering less than 40 per cent of the popular vote. 70 per cent of the dorm
residents who voted for president cast ballots for him.
The marijuana initiative. Prop. 19, was overwhelmingly favored. as 80
per cent of the votes cast were in favor of decriminalization.
Voters in this precinct were strongly opposed to the reinstatement of the
death penalty. Prop. 17, voting 78 per cent against it’s reinstatement.
California voters overwhelmingly defeated Prop. 19 while supporting
Prop. 17.
However, the dorm residents voted with California residents on Prop.
20. the coastal initiative, and 22, the agriculture labor relations initiative.
More than 88 per cent cast their ballots in favor of Prop. 20 while 82 per
cent opposed Prop. 22.
As well 78 per cent of those who voted on city measure I. low income
housing, favored the proposal.
City voters defeated the measure by more than 15,000 votes.
However, the dorm resident voters favored, but to a lesser extent,
measures A, the sports arena, and I. the land transler which city voters
passed.
Here’s a statistical tally of dorm residents votes on certain candidates
and measures.
Presidential race
percent
votes
29%
173
1.
Nixon (Rep.)
70%
425
McGovern (Dem.)
0.33%
2
Schmitz (AIP)
0.99%
6
Spock )PP)

State Senator
Alquist (Dem.)
1.
Hart (Rep.)
9th Congressional District
Edwards Dem.)
i.
Kaiser (AIP)
Smith(Rep.)
25th Assembly District
McAlister (Dem.)
1.
Browne (Rep.)
Stearns I PFP)
State Measures
3. Pollution Control Bond
8. Tax Exemption Anti Pollution Facilities
11. Right of Privacy
14. Taxation Initiative
15. Slate Employees Salary
17. Death Penalty Initiative
18. Obscenity Initiative
19. Marijuana Initiative
20. Coastal Initiative
21. Student School Assignment
22. Organized Labor Relations
City Measures
I. Low Income Housing

447
83

7143i.
16%

431
13
87

81%
2%
16%

372
86
63

71%
17%
12%

Yes
No
Yes
No

457
127
232
340

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

512
90

78%
22%
41%
59%
85%
15%

168
401
283
280
171
427
39
569
492
122
529
71
381
209
104
489

29%
71%
50%
49.73%
29%
71%
6%
94%
80%
20%
88%
12%
65%
35%
18%
82%

Yes
No

380
108

78%
22%

Foreign students backedr
by council in fee issue
Foreign students currently engaged in a battle
with the California State Universities and
Colleges Board of Trustees received the support
of A.S. Council Wednesday through the passage
of a resolution.
Councilmen asked that letters be sent to the
foreign students’ attorney and appropriate
people, expressing the view that foreign
students should be granted more time in which
to pay increased tuition fees.
The Chancellor’s office sent out a notice last
month which raised those fees from $20 to $37
per unit, although a $555 limit is set per
semester.
The chancellor’s office has asked that foreign
students pay this semester’s fees in full by Dec.
31, along with outstanding fees from the last
school year. which are due Dec. 1.
Otherwise, academic credit will not be
granted for this semester.
Councilman Kelvin Ng termed the payment
period unjust as council passed the resolution by
voice vote.
Councilman lamm Basseri said tees have risen
from $8.50 per unit in 198810 the present $37 per
unit since he has been at San lose Stale
Ilniversity.
In other action, council granted A S. Pres.
Dennis King the power to make appointments to
fill staff positions on the joint Effort coffee
house, which has been slow getting started this
year.
Council also reaffirmed its allocation of a
week ago In which the Black Students

Organizing Committee (BSOC) was granted
funds for $1,084.50 for last night’s Soul Expo
and tonight’s band. "Incense." in the coffee
house.
The minutes from last week’s meeting were
lost and the BSOC could not secure the funds
from the A.S. Business Office without council’s
written verification.
Council also moved to cover any deficit
generated by the Winter Carnival program,
which already had been granted $2,400.
Finally. King informed council of the
resignation of A.S. communications coordinator
Jim Hellman, who will step down Nov. 16
because outside interests are taking up his time.

Bunzel talks

It’

a’Saiii ems
Nati,
A v.

on elections

San Jose State tiniversity Pres. John H. Bunzel
will analyze the results of this week’s
presidential election on "Newsmakers ’72, feature of KPIX, Channel 5. Sunday at 4 p.m.
Pres. Bunzel has been active in California
politics for 20 years. He recently analyzed the
presidential campaigns liar students at SISLI.

Nurse takes students blood sample see story and photos on p
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Dental work, survey, term papers, fees
Bill Hark,.
I’ve been having trouble with my
teeth lately, and I’m wondering if you
could tell me if there is a free dental
clinic on campus, or somewhere in San
Jose where I can go and get my teeth
checked?

passed out to many students, which
was to be an indication of their various
consumer gripes. Can you tell me what
the results of that survey were?.

You’re out of luck as far as on
campus is concerned, but there is one
place in San lose that may be able to
help. The Community Health Clinic at
1755 Alum Rock Ave., has a dental
clinic and the cost is "equated on the
ability to pay." There is a nominal fee,
unless you can’t afford it, in which
case the service is free. You should call
for an appointment, 259-2750.

Judy Garcia, director of campus
consumer activities, was in charge of
the survey, and found that 90 per cent
of the people surveyed had gripes
about food prices and food additives to
head the survey. Auto repair gripes
concerned 73 per cent, while 61 per
cent were put off by false advertising.
Some of the other items mentioned
were door-to-door salesman, mail
order services, health insurance and
radio-TV repairs.

At registration time a survey was

I have the age old problem of too
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in a great society.’
- - Walter Lippman

The people have spoken
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To start things, you are lucky that
names are not required on the
questions, because using terra papers
that are bought is not allowed within
the California State College system. It
is also illegal for these companies to
advertise in newspapers or magazines.
Flyers have appeared on campus for
two such organizations, however, it is
wise to keep in mind that such a
method of doing your work can really
screw things up, especially you.
Why do continuing students at San
Jose State University have to pay $21
to file for graduate school.?

Penny Spar
Rick Malaspina

’A free press is not a privilege

much work at one time, and I’m having
a hard time doing papers and studying
For tests at the same time. My question
is, can you tell me the address of any
term paper organizations?.

Roger Woo
All articles designated as
editorials reflect the majord y
opinion of the editorial board
Allotheropinions expressed ore
the views of the
writer Or err rk)ontst

individual

Because the Board of Trustees said
so. The ruling change came into effect
this February, and stated that any new
student in grad school, even one who
attended SjSU previously had to pay
the fee, apparently to cover any costs
that might occur.
Campus S.O.S. is a weekly feature of
the Spartan Daily and is intended to
help the SISU community with
problems it may have. To submit a
question to Campus S.O.S., write a
letter to the Spartan Daily, phone 2773181 or drop by the office in iC 207.

MINORITY HERITAGE
b, John R. Matilie%s
"Hey man, the election is over and
the people have spoken."
"That’s right, Jim. ’power to the
people."
"Have you seen the results yet?"
"No Pm, fill me in."
"Well man, Prop. 22 failed."
"Far out, jim, the people have
spoken."
"And Prop. 20 passed."
"Far out, Jim. ’power to the people."
"And the highway patrol ain’t
getting a raise."
"Far out, the people have spoken."
"And John Vasconcellos won reelection."
"Power to the people, Jim."
"And Alister McAlister blasted his
opponent."
"Far out, jim, that ought to tell big
business something, right?"

"Pete McCloskey won again."
"That’s what happening, man, the
people are ’right on."
"The death penalty was re-instated."
"What?"
"Prop. 21 failed. No more bussing for
racial equality."
"What?"
"And the marijuana initiative failed
too."
"The people have really spoken,
right?"
"Wrong Jim. I’ll go along with some
of the stuff but we’re going to take the
death penalty and the anti-bussing
propositions to court. This is a
democracy, you know, and no one is
going to tell me what to do. And. I’m
still going to smoke pot."
"Far out, right on and ’power to the
people."

Letters to the Editor

choice is right.
Right or wrong, your choice gets
buried. What do you do ?
You go down to a donut shop and
buy a dozen donuts. A drunk sits on
the corner of Seventh and Santa Clara
streets.
"Hi, kid," he says.
"Hi. Wanna donut?"
His conversation is incoherent, but
you make it out.
"Watchya majorin’ in, Kid?"
"journalism."
"Well, God
bless
journalists,
newspapers and all you kids! Y’all
been through hell!"
Another friend for new journalism
and the younger generation. All from a
box of donuts.
Hope?
Lou Covey

Committee, forum page ’truth’
To The People:
ill11 writing my own opinions,
views and feelings. This is to clear up a
lot of misconceptions. I have nothing
against lamm Basseri except he very
rarely agrees to speak to me unless he
is ordering me to shop up or making an
obscene response.
I have asked him to be more
objective and to actually try to do
something. But, he has all the power to
do what he wants with the Spartan
Daily investigating committee. I have
tried to explain that it is nearly
impossible to eliminate the Daily. I feel
the Daily can be improved to satisfy at
least the majority of students on
campus. However. I do feel that
Sedition is a good addition.
I also would be very happy to see a
Third World newspaper organized.
But, all I see are a lot of people
complaining and very few doing
anything.

by George Red,
"Coyotes" and man -snatchers
helped bring numerous Mexican
nationals into the U.S. to serve as the
work force during the early part of the
20th century.
They brought ’em and sold ’em.
Unskilled labor was in demand in
the Southwest at the turn of the
century for various tasks, among them
completion of railroad lines, the
gathering of cotton, and vegetable
production.
And "to make money you have to
have cheap labor," a Texas millionaire
said.
The cheap labor was found in the
form of Mexicans, who were
"recruited" by labor smugglers or
"coyotes" (pronounced koi-YOH-tes)

and sold to labor contractors.
Coyotes, for a fee of $10 to $15,
rounded up Mexicans and got them
across the border through various
methods. Mexicans were concealed in
automobiles, carts and trucks and they
often forded the Rio Grande at night.
Forged passports were provided in
many cases.
Once across the line, the coyote
turned over the "recruits" to the labor
contractor, who sold them to
agricultural, railroad, or mining
employersfor a fee of 50 cents to $1 a
head.
The man -snatcher also figured in the
illicit traffic, stealing Mexican labor
crews and selling them to several
different employersoften in the same

day.
The method was simple. They would
deliver the crew to an employer, collect
the fee, steal the crew at night, and sell
the Mexicans again the next day.
The situation got so bad that crews
being shipped to employers were often
locked up in barns, warehouses, and
corrals, with armed guards keeping
watch to prevent their theft.
In fact, some Mexican crews were
.marched through San Antonio in
broad daylight under the watchful eye
of armed guards.
Mexican workers who were brave
enough to resist were chained to posts
and guarded by men armed with
shotguns.
And it was all just to make a buck.

UPS AND DOWNS

What do you do now?
Editor:
The election’s over.
After almost a year ol petition
circulating,
campaigning,
and
electioneering, it’s over. What do you
do?.
You sit in front of the boob tube and
watch the results come in. One by one
the ideas and propositions and people
you thought would make a change for
the better in this state and country,
fall to defeat. One by one you see every
idea, propositon and person you think
is wrong win. What do you do?
You’re given a choice, as Art
Buchwald said, "between a man you
wouldn’t buy El used car from, and one
who did."
Six months of soul searching and
decision making. You make your
choice, not knowing for sure it the

’Coyotes’ helped bring Mexicans to U.S.

I first entered the committee to
investigate the Daily because that was
exactly what I wanted to do. I didn’t
like a lot of the things I read and the
paper seemed very biased at times
when I felt some reporters should be
more objective.
I have met with the committee the
few times it has met and I feel it has
accomplished nothing. I think we can
do something.
I have also worked with the Daily
staff on the Community Forum Page
this week. I saw how the people
working there are sincere in their
efforts to make a better paper and I
also saw how few people bothered to
try to help them solve the problems
which we all know exist.
No articles, for example, were
submitted by Blacks, Arabs, Asians,
or many other minorities on campus.
Michael Simmons

Story was newsworthy
emencloomaneseeesimeeer
A recent article in the Spartan has
attracted its share of wrath.
The article, concerned itself with the
use of marijuana in the dormitories
and included quotes from residents
and Resident Advisors explaining the
situation.
Reaction to the articles has included
personal visits from dorm residents
and letters. The reaction, for the most
part, criticized the article as
"snooping" and termed the writing an
inaccurate account of dorm life.
First, to deal with inaccuracy
charges, Spartan Daily reporters Gary
Hyman and ferry Dyer spent two
weeks thoroughly investigating the
story.
Research included numerous
interviews with residents from all the
floors of all the dorms, with campus
police and with housing officials.
While a thorough account of dope
smoking in the dorm, the story never
purported to be an account of dorm
life, and to read such implications into
the story is the problem of the readers,
not the writers.

All the quotes were accurate and any
person wishing to question Hyman
and Dyer is welcome to present his or
her challenge.
The other complaint centered on the
news value of the story, whether or not
it should have been in the paper.
While the reaction of dorm residents
is understandable, the story does not,
some have accused, imply the entire
doim complex is one large grass party.
Again, such implications rest with
the faulty reader.
As to the news value of the story, we
feel it safe to say the story is not
sensationalism,
muckraking, or
irresponsible reporting.
The story is merely an account of a
situation, judged to be of interest to a
majority of our readers and presented
for their information.
While hardly unique, the dorms are a
situation that qualifies as unusual in
that widespread use of marijuana,
while not condoned, is hardly
discouraged.
Moreover, the story contains the
depicting
value
of
news

Letter to the Editor

’Next time leave us out’
Editor:
We realize that at times the Spartan
Daily may be hard up for articles, but
we, the undersigned, of the 10th floor
of West Hall, dislike being the object of
your muckraking.
The authors of the article ol Nov. 7
on pot smoking in the dorms have
based their judgement of the 10th floor
of West Hall on the statements of one
person. This is unresponsible
journalism at best. The next time the
Daily feels inclined to indulge in
sensationalism, we respectfully
request to be left out of your inquiry.
Stephen D. Irwin, Wendy Palmer,

Don Hunt, Carol Lankford, Melinda
Waite, Brad Barnett.
(Editor’s note: 39 other names were
also received on this letter but, due to
space reservations they couldn’t be
run.
The articles on marijuana use in the
dorms was a culmination of more than
two -weeks research by investigative
reporters Gory Hyman and ferry Dyer.
In their research, the reporters
interviewed residents from every
dorm on the SISt1 campus. The
Spartan Doily feels that the selected
quotes are representative of the
v iews.)

by Mark Simon
administrative reaction to what was
once a major concern and presents the
situation as told to the reporters, for
judgment by the reader.
Lastly, it is not the Spartan Daily’s
position to concern itself with the
repercussions of such a story.
We did not create the situation, we
reported it. Any concern for
with the
repercussions rests
participants, the news makers.
The Daily is merely giving an
account of a situation that clearly
carries with it inherent news value.
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News Review ’When in doubt, throw it out!’
Compiled

from the Associated Press
ti% Mari, Donahue

Botulism info available

’Bloody labor fights predicted
ult tile lain
SACRAMENTO RiltloOl l,iitttI R1,1111111’
because the farm labor initiative. Proposition 22, tailed to win
voter approval, was predicted yesterday by grower
representatives.
Speaking at a news conference, they said their concern for
consumers, laborers and growers would make them come back in
lone of 1974 with another farm labor ballot measure.

McGovern campaign in black?
WASHINGTONSen.
George McGovern’s campaign
managers have said they expect to be in the black when the final
tally is taken of their funds.
McGovern’s campaign is expected to end up with almost $20
million raised, largely from contributers who received direct mail solicitations.
Morris Dees. the Alabama direct -mail expert who managed
McGovern’s mail order solicitation, estimated that the
Democrats can easily take in $5 million a year with the mailing
lists they are now building.

No attempt to find Corona alibi
FAIRFIELD, Calif.A Sutter County sherd! s Giptain who
was in charge of arresting Juan Corona testified yesterday he has
made no attempt to find out where Corona was on a day when one
of the 25 farm workers was killed and buried.
Corona has pleaded innocent to murdering the 25 men whose
bodies were unearthed in Yuba City in the spring of 1971.

U.N. divided over terrorism

UNITED NATIONS. N.Y.The U.N. assembly came to grips
yesterday with international terrorism, divided over how
strongly to condemn it and what action to take. The United
States and other Western powers are pressing for strong
measures.
All countries are prepared in principle to condemn
international terrorism but defining what they are condemning
is proving to be the most difficult question. Belguim’s Erik Suy
told the General Assembly legal committee.

BART controls ’unreliable
SACRAMENTO I he automated train minliol system ol the
Bay Area Rapid Transit District system was called "unreliable
and under some conditions inoperative" yesterday by
investigators of the California legislature.

’Sex differences’
lecture Monday
Intelligence
"Aggression.
and Sex Differences" will. be
discussed Monday by Dr.
Carol Nagy facklin, a child
psychologist who is currently
doing research at Stanford on
sex differnces.
Sponsored by the Women’s
Studies program at San lose
State University, the talk will
be held at 11:30 a.m. in theC.U.

Almaden Room.
At 2 p.m. on Monday Dr.
lacklin will discuss her
research program at Stanford
with Dr. Bernadine Allen’s
graduate course in "Critique
of Research on Women."
Dr. Allen’s class is held in
Moorehead Hall, Room 160.
All interested persons are
invited to attend.

By Angel Campos
Recently a young woman
went in the emergency room of
the Santa Clara Valley
Medical Center at Bascom and
Moorepark carrying a medium
brown paper bag and with a
look of semi -panic on her face.
She asked to speak to someone
about food poisoning.
She was directed to the
Poison Control Unit, which
takes calls from people fearful
of possible poisoning or in
many instances, actual cases.
The young woman, afraid of
having digested a portion of
contaminated soup, showed
the nurse in charge of poison
control what she had in the
paper bag. She pulled out two
cans of Campbell’s soup.
One, according to her. was
"bad" and the other was a
sample of a "good" product.
which she had brought merely
for comparison.
After examing the two cans.
by simply looking at them, the
nurse told the young woman
that there wasn’t a thing they
could do about it, that she had
to wait until some type of
symptoms came into effect
before anything could be taken
in consideration.
The woman, by this time,
was about ready to pass out.
but insisted that something
should be done about it.
Although treated with all
the patience possible, the
nurse tried hard to convince
her of the situation and in vain
tried to calm her down.
The nurse explained to her
that because of the lack of a
laboratory for such food
analysis which was not
available there, there was
nothing they could do.
However, she was given
some addresses of local
laboratories that would, upon
request, analyze such
products, at a high cost. She
was also given a handout
telling her about botulism plus
some of the nurse’s personal
advice.
lust like this frustrated
young woman, anyone may
find themselves in this
situation with not much
information. Most
I
the

’Morrow MI uttered about
botulism, unless explained by
a physician. is too technical
for the general public.
Mrs. Judith Hollis, a
secretary at the Agricultural
Extension Service University
of California at Davis. wrote a
straightforward.
nontechnical article on botulism.
After being checked out by
Davis professionals, the
article was published in
California’s Health Magazine.
a medical newsletter. Copies
of it are offered at the Poison
Control Center to anyone who
suspects possible botulism
or informative
poisoning.
purposes.
Botulism Deaths
Although there have been
two recent incidents of
botulism in the commercial
canning industry, very nearly
all botulism outbreaks in the
last 25 years have been the
result of improperly processed
home canned food stuffs.
been
There
have
approximately 10 deaths from
botulism resulting from U.S.
commercially packed foods in
the past 20 years (this includes
canned and smoked items.)
In March, 1983, three
Detroit women were reported
victims of botulism following
a meal which included tuna
fish sandwiches. The salad
had been freshly prepared
from canned tuna which
allegedly had an abnormal
odor when it was ripened.
This was the first outbreak
of botulism from United
States commercially canned
products in 40 years. Two of
the women died; the third. who
had eaten only a small portion
of the tuna, recovered three to
four days later.
In 1988, seven botulism
deaths were caused by smoked
Great Lakes whitefish not in
the frozen state. The FDA now
requires all Great Lakes fish
smokers to freeze their
product. since the botulism
toxin is not known to develop
at low temperatures. In five of
the cases, the whitefish had
been packed in vacuum -sealed
plastic bags.
In. Bakersfield California, a
couple of years ago, two
botulism deaths were caused
by home -canned chili peppers.
Although contradicting the

facts. the National Canners
Association has pointed out
that only four deaths have
been attrributed to botulism
poisoning from commercially
canned foods in the U.S. since
1925. and that in the past 35odd years more than 775
billion cans of food have been
produced in this country.
Prevention of botulism
careful
depends
on
examination of food, watching
for abnormal taste, odor, gas’
inflated cans or softening. It
should be kept in mind.
however, that there may be no
observable alteration in the
food.
When possible, home canned products should be
baked for fifteen minutes
before using. Any food which
appears to be spoiled should
be destroyed without tasting.
Contaminated food shoud not
come in contact with cuts on
the hands, because a
dangerous quantity of toxin
might conceivably be
absorbed.
Two Types
There are basically two
types of bacterial food
poisoning. The first type, a
food -borne injection, contains
bacteria which multiply in the
digestive system causing
illness.
In intoxication, the other type
of poisoning, the bacteria is
also present in the food. But,
with this type, the bacteria
multiply in the food and as it
does it manufactures poisons
which are called toxins. When
the contaminated food is
eaten it is not the bacteria, but
the toxin, that causes the
illness.
The principal symptoms of
botulism are vomiting and
paralysis.
muscular
Symptoms begin with nausea,
vomiting, and sometimes
diarrhea and abdominal
distress followed by
constipation.
After a 12 to 24 hour delay,
muscle involvement is
indicated by double vision,
difficulty
in swallowing.
weakness, and paralysis of the
respiratory muscles.
Consciousness is not
impaired, but progressive loss
in muscle tone leads to
respiratory failure.
I o
Botulism is

intoxication. The bacteria,
clostridium botulinum, are
found everywhere in the
soil and in water. The bacteria
and its spores and harmless.
They live in the soil for
years ond we eat them on raw
fruits and vegetables every
day, with no ill effects.
It is only when the botulism
bacteria spores begin to grow
in the absence of air that they
produce a toxin which causes
illness and usually death
when eaten.
In fatal cases, death usually
occurs in three to six days
after ingestion of the
poisonous food. Although
paralysis of pharyngeal
muscles is an early sign, death
is the result of respiratory
failure.
Botulism toxin is produced
only in the contaminated food
and the toxin must be
swallowed. It cannot be
produced in the body. It is only
in the absence of air that
botulism spores grow and
produce poison and an ideal
environment is home-canned
products, or commercially
vacuum sealed cans or plastic
packages if they are not
processed and handled
properly.
Frozen or dried foods and
those foods with high
concentrations of acid, salt or
sugar do not support the
growth of botulism organisms.
The "danger" foods are: (1)
those that do not contain any
acid (meat, poultry, fish, lyecured olives, mushrooms,
eggs, and seafood), (21 low acid foods fspinach, peas.
corn, beans, squash, potatoes.
beets, broccoli. cauliflower,
sprouts,’
brussel
artichokes,* okra. and yams),
and 13) medium -acid foods
(over ripe pears.’ over ripe
tomatoes.*
onions.* chili
peppers,’ cactus,’ figs,’ and
cucumbers).
The foods marked with an
asterisk
are not usually
cooked before processing.
Therefore, a pressure cooker
would not be used. An
example is the processing of
cucumbers into pickles. It is
necessary to add acid (vinegar
or lemon juice are the common
ones) to these foods in order to
process them safely.
is
Temperature

sullicient time to kill other
bacteria that compete with the
botulism thus allowing the
botulism spares to grow and

important factor in the growth
of botulism spores and the
production of toxins; growth
of botulism spores is fastest at
about 100 F and they grow in
the range of 400 to 1150 F.
Botulism bacteria do not
compete well with other types
of bacteria. Where other
bacteria are allowed to
multiply. botulism spores will
not grow. Underprocessing. or
insufficient heating to destrov
all botulism spores present. IS
extremely dangerous.
For example. if the process
calls for heating at 240degrees
to 250 degrees (F) for 35
minutes. processing for any
less time would be
underprocessing.
(Intim-processing may allow

produce toxin.

continued on page G.
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used to be contests to see who
could pump out the blood the
fastest. It was crazy to watch.
There were guys running all
over this place with
timing
stopwatches
everybody." Lokey explained.
Is there a record for the
fastest pint of blood collected?
"I think the record was one
minute and thirty-eight
seconds," said Lokey. That
donor must be proud to have
the fastest dripping vein in the
history of SISU. The average
time is ten minutes.
The consensus of some of
the donors was that it is easy
to give blood. Laying on the
tables, the donors were quiet
as the blood dripped from
cubital (the inside of theelbow)
into the plastic bags.
while
Occasionally,
surveying the scene a donor
with a paper bag over his or
her face can he seen. It’s the

old -carbon -dioxide-trick.
Betty Steidly. a registered
nurse, said that the carbon
dioxide stimulates the
breathing again of those
donors who were feeling faint.
Faint? Does anybody every
faint? "Yes," said Marie Bell,
head nurse in charge of the
blood drive. "We’ve had eight
or ten people faint already.
This was the first day of the
blood drive at 2 p.m. The blood
drive lasted from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. Wednesday and
Thursday.
Why do people faint? Is it
because of the loss of blood? A
sudden imbalance in the
metabolism of the delicate
physical condition?
"No." said Mrs. Bell. "it’s all
pscychosomatic. If Johnny
faints then Susie has to faint.
We had three down at one time
a little while ago."
lobe Slot her. head nurse in

SPECIAL OFFER

13c

This coupon is good for 50c towards
the purchase of any sandwich.
Good through November 17.

a

RABY’S
636 No. First St., San Jose

charge ot orange 11111.1! and
cookies, said that within half
an hour after she arrived to
work, there were three donors
who had fainted. "They just
kind of passed out," she said.
"That’s not the same as
fainting."
What
faints?
Who
determines the odds that a
certain person is more likely to
Faint than somebody else?
Were the fainters the lightweight girls who were scared
to give blood for the first time?
"They were mostly men," Mrs.
Bell laughed.
Gordon Stafford. blood
recruiter for the Red Cross,
said that between 400 and 500
pints of blood will be collected
during the two-day blood
drive. ’rhe goal was 800 pints.

00 ^

The Red Cross wants to
have a continuous blood drive
and come four or five times a
year. said Stafford. If the SISU
campus can donate 4000 pints
of blood a year, then
everybody on this campus and
their dependents and relatives
will receive free blood in
emergencies.
Although the SISU campus
is under its quota for this first
blood drive. Stafford said that
the Red Cross will still cover
the persons on this campus.
The blood drive was
supposed to be a campus
organization effort, but things
didn’t work out as expected
said Stafford. In order to help
avoid the disorganization
problems, Stafford said that a
conference will be held Ian. 19
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Conference .
This conference will be a
combination rap and training
session. The Red Cross wants
one faculty or staff member
and two students from the 12
colleges and universities from
San Benito. Sant a Clara. Santa
Cruz and Monterey counties to
attend, said Stafford.
The Red Cross will pick up
the hill for the food, lodging
and transportation.
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Donor relaxes while giving her pint of blood.

Donor is checked for illness
By Elizabeth Venegas
The last two da s on
campus have been the
bloodiest in a long time.
Reason? The Red Cross was on
campus to collect free blood
from students.
The C.U. Loma Prieto Room
was filled with persons for
their first time were donating
blood. But there were also
persons there who were
regular donors.
One student, Gene Lokey,
said. "It’s easy to give blood.
I’ve given blood for the last ten
years, and the past two years
I’ve given blood here at San
Jose State University)."
How many times is that in
the last ten years? "Twenty or
thirty times?" he answered
doubtfully. He’s not sure. "The
nurses really like me because!
hve a big vein in my arm and
the blood pumps out faster.
"I remember when there

SAN
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Steve Stills strums

Rock ’n’ roll lives

lbs ii 1.1r,ellsn
Special to I he Dail!,

Steve

Stills and Manasass at Stanford s Maples Pavillion

Gallery show criticized

Photos lack emotion
By Stephanie Curtis
If over-exposure and overdevelopment are the hallmark
of quality for photography.
then Paul. M. Stanton. whose
master’s show is currently
running in the Art Buildings
small gallery, deserves a
round of applause.
The show, consisting of 27
small, some infinitesimally so.

very
large
cd
12
photographs, would give
Ansel Adams cardiac arrest,
Stanton focuses on places
rather than the moods or
Feelings they convey. In that
respect it is rather like bad
travel ad photos.
His series of San Francisco’s
Plavland-at-the-Beach does
show a grimy environment

conducive to
hardly
enjoyment but, it fails to catch
the remnants of carnival, such
as the Laughing Lday, that
native San Franciscans look at
with fond memories and some
sadness.
The series done on the
Mexican roadside shrine is no
dark that a viewer must press
his nose to the glass before he

entertainment
Jakey considers
symphony ’Viable’
By !oho Vernon
"The San lose Symphony
Orchestra is finally becoming
a viable part of music-making
in the Bay Area rather than a
local and community interest,"
stated Dr. Lauren jakey.
associate professor of music at
San lose State University and
concertmaster of the San lose
Symphony.
According to Dr. jakey.
was
Cliburn
"Van
overwhelmed by the
symphony’s
performance."
Pianist Van Cliburn and the
Symphony
San
lose
performed last Friday and
Saturday nights to a nearcapacity audience in the San
lose Civic Auditorium.
"There is a rare and special
situation in community
orchestra, where the
musicians really want to play
well. In professional
orchestras, the art of music is
lost in playing continuous
rehearsals and concerts."
explained Dr. lakey.
Another contributing factor
in the symphony’s success is a
new and professional
conductor George Cleve, who
replaced lames K. Guthrie this
season.
"The conductor is the artist
and the orchestra is an
instrument of the conductor."
said Dr. lakey. The orchestra’s
function is to provide the
artist with the sounds that he
wants.
Symphony programming,
the selection of works and
composers to he performed, is
the responsibility of the
conductor.
"From a purely economic
iow.point of

explained. "the conductor has
to select a standard repertoire
of classical works that will
draw an audience.
A conductor’s success and
security of employment are
contingent upon standing
room only audiences and long
box office lines."
A standard format and
repertoire in classical
performances
symphony
seems to turn off younger
audiences.
"I think a majority of young
people feel that there is
something museum -like about
the concert situation," stated
Dr. jakey.
He believes this impression
is due to the formal dress,
previous bad experiences or
that classical concerts are only
for wealthy, older people.
In response, the traditional
format of the concerts is
changing. A more informal
atmosphere indress and a new
repetoire of works by 20th
century composers are
increasing the attendance of
students.
"The idea that classical
music is not relevant to our
present is not always true.
There are great works which
express genuine human
experience beyond any
boundaries of time or culture."
said Dr. jakey.
Dr. lakey believes there are
great musical works in the
symphony repetoire, like the
great literary works of
Shakespeare. which bear
repeating and are still relevant
in this day.
According to Dr. jakey,
"Anyone who cuts himself off
front these cunti ibutions is

doing himself disservice and is
missing something that man
has given the world."

can make out an image:a stone
shrine covered with plastic
flowers. Some commentary on
Mexico!
Included with Stanton’s
work are four old photos titled
"Found Negative." They look
like postage stamps on the
vast, white mat. The subjects
are someone’s relatives posed
in groups in front of the old
homestead.
Almost everyone at one time
or another is subjected to
looking through albums filled
with such trivia. Why does the
artist insist of subjecting his
viewers to the same ordeal’?
’rwo large, untitled works
are in focus, not over -exposed
and well composed. One has
the tail end of a horse
galloping off the picture. The
other, is a closeup of fallen
leaves, not a very exciting
but
well
subject
done none the less.
Stanton’s
photography
could be vastly improved if he
caputred something beyond
the image; an emotion or a
mood. More exposure and
development would allow the
viewer to see what it is that
Stanton is trying to show.

The lights were low. the air
was heavy with incense
aroma. There was a moment of
silence, then suddently the
lights flashed and Steven
Stills broke the silence with
the throbbing beat of "Rock
,ind Roll Woman."
Stills, stately dressed in a
with
leather
coat
embroidered pants, electrified
the capacity crowd with the
deafening sound of his back up
band. Manasass.
The band proved that old
rock and roll music never
really dies with "Do You Want
to Be a Rock and Roll Star." an
old Byrds tune.
Stills demonstrated his
excellent control of the wa-wa
during "johnny’s Garden," a
song from his last album.
The second set began with
Stills soloing on banjo.
accoustic guitar, and slide
guitar. "Black Queen." a
bluesy folk song, showed his
versatility and knowledge of
the bottle neck.
Stills moved around freely
on the cluttered stage,
experimenting with the drums
and playing the piano. His
nimble fingers moved wildly
across the keyboards on a
stirring rendition of "Sugar
Babe." The crowd roared its
approval.
Chris Hillman, former Byrd.
played exceptionally well on a
number of solo’s, showing that
the band doesn’t depend
entirely on Stills. He played
the mandolin with the skill of a
Nashville picker.
Stills had one major flaw
that kept cropping up throughout his performancehe can’t
singbut that didn’t stop the
audience from stomping to his
music. His raspy voice was

The plot dedis vs Lii he
Frustrated feelings everyone
gets when they wish they had
more time to enjoy life.
The protagonist Ambrosio,
after growing tired of the
people in his village
complaining about their lack

A , oll.iboration between the
Nova Vista Symphony and the
Schola Cantorum directed by
Royal Stanton will be the
highlight of the 1972-73
season concert at the Flint
Center.

ii time, decides to destroy :ill
of the time -regulating devices.
"The playwright has created
a comic masterpiece," said
director Cornelison, "that
compares favorably with most
of the classic tales from
children’s literature."

Yeerae oko9,90
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s
.111.1
may be purchased at the door.
Cast members are Don
Mackey, Michael Terry. lames
Wells, David Piper, Msufiri,
Charles Jackson, and john
Arnett.
Directing the show will be
Lillian Greene, graduate

THE WESTERN STATES
LSAT STUDY & PREPARATION SEMINAR
(Law School Admission Test)
A seminar designed to equip the serious LSAT candidate with an understanding of the
LSAT end the skills and techniques necessary to realize his maximum score.
A thorough study of:
TEST ANALYSIS: Question types, skills tested, task analysis, scoring, etc.
TEST TAKING TECHNIQUES: Role of Guessing and Limiting Alternatives.
Common Mistakes, Sequential and Hierarchical Answering. Response
Biases, Question Analysis, Irrelevant Distractors, Time Scheduling, etc.
TEST TAKING PRACTICE: LSAT type tests administered under exam conditions, computer grading, returned scores, instruction review, etc.
Seminar instructors are R. J. Shavelson, Ph.D. School of Education, Stanford University.
W. J. Meredith. Ph.D. Department of Psychology. University of California, Berkeley.
PLACES AND TIMES: New York. Oct. 14-15, Dec. 9-10, Feb. 3-4:NYU Law School, Tishman Auditorium. Los Angeles.. Nov. 18-19, .18n. 20-21: Embassy Convention Hail, 843 South
Grand. San Francisco Dec. 2-3, Jan. 27-28: University of San Francisco, Loyola Aud.
Organized and administered by I. W. New, J.D. The University of California, Hastings Col /ego of Law: M. J. Nelson, J.D. The University of Minnesota Law School: and K. E. Hobbs.
L.L.B. The Harvard Law School.
TUITION $85.00 Applicants should send tuition With seminar setecied to The Registrar, THE WESTERN
STATES LSAT STUDY AND PREPARATION SEMINAR, Salle 600. 465 California St.. San Francisco. Ca. 94104
Telephone 415.398 3505 Enrollment limited by seats available

The San lose State
University Symphony
Orchestra. under the direction
of Robert Manning. will
present a free concert Nov. 14
at 8:15 p.m. in the SjSU
Concert Hall.
assistant
Manning.

professor of music, will
conduct
three selections,
"Prelude and Quadruple
Fugue.- by Alan Hovhaness.
"Pampeana No. 3," by Alberto
Ginastera. and "Concerto for
Piano and Orchestra No. 5." by
Serge Prokofieff,

STUDENT RATES
on rental of

Manual and Electric
Typewriters
Adding Machines
SPECIAL DISCOUNT
on typewriter repair with this

ad

KENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES

HAWAII
THAflKSGIVIflG
BREAK.
CHARTER
$169.

170 So 2nd St 286-2610
Free parking at rear of store on 3rd Si.

Plus $6.08 Tax
You Get: A round trip
AM)/ Four
(PAN
flight
nights lodging at the
Reef Towers Hotel/
Round trip transfers from
hotel to SJSU-HAWAII
football game/And a lei.
Make ’your reservations
at our office downstairs
in the student union or
by calling 287-2070. We
are now accepting
Christmas charter
reservations to other
far away places like New
York and Europe, too.
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in
union.

,riietsi Coliseum 1635-7800); In Oakland Neil Thrams (444-8575), Bay Ticket
’63.16001 M/B Box Office (654-8255); Fremont-Bookmark (79370101; also San lose
Office (246-1160), Peninsula Boo Office (8542600); SF Downtown Center (775
:0211: ALL MACY’S and all Coliseum Agencies.
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Akadama Plum

The toast of the campus.

,,ported by Suntory inter national Los Angeles. Cali?

A new shipment of 300 Pis.cean bicycles have
been imported directly to the Piscean stores.
These bikes are quality 10 -speed touring bikes
which feature:..
27" WHEELS
CENTER PULL BRAKES
DROPPED RACING BARS
WEIGHS JUST
PADDED RACING SEAT
OVER 30 POUNDS (Cs.
ALL SIZES AVAILABLE

1

St Ill loll IiIll
Th,
Merle Sanders frizz Combo ol
San Francisco will provid,
background
for
the
contemporary drama,

Proceeds from the play will
he used for a dram,’
scholarship.

BAY Pura in

Free Symphony 1

I couldn’t get King Kong to give me
a whirl. But when I turned on to
Akaciama Plum (the lip-smacking grape
wine with the natural plum flavor) all
the College Men started turning on to
me. Thank you. Akadama Plum, for
turning the prom glom into the bee’s
Knees.

Black satire to play
"Big Time Buck Who. .i
comedy- satire on a poverty
organization by Joseph Dolan
Tuotti will be presented by
the Black Theatre Workshop
of San lose State University.
The play will be performed
one night. Nov. 18. in Morris
Dailey Auditorium at 8:30 p.m.

ieLent months.
Manassas appeared to be
vastly improved. They have
polished Many of their earlier
flaws and seem better attuned
Iodine another. They put on an
excellent show.

and Young sung whtai
received well -deserved
standing ovation.
The group walked off stage
and were forced back for an
encore. "Find The Cost ol
Freedom." was sung in it’s full
length version that effectively
employed the use of the
audience for singing -along.
In their second visit to the

Flint Center
concerts set

Children’s play to show
at SJSU Thursday
-The 51,in Who Killed Time, a children’s comedy by French
playwright Arthur Fauquez,
will be presented next week by
the San Jose State University
Drama Department.
The play will be presented
Nov. 18 and 17 at 10:30 a.m.
and 4 p.m. and on Nov. 18 at
10:30 a.m. and 2 p.m. in the
University Theatre, located at
Fifth and San Fernando
streets.
Tickets cost 75 cents tor
children and $1 for adults and
may be purchased at the door.
The cast includes Greg
Bundy. Frank Cancilla, Katie
Coleman, Brian lames Lewis.
Margaret Morrill, Michael
Pappas, Sandi Rosner, Lloyd
Kelii Waiwaiole, and Marty
Zermer.
Directing the show is Gayle
Cornelison.
assistant
professor of drama at SISU.
Costume design is by Richard
Levering, also assistant
professor of drama.
Warner Blake, drama
faculty member, designed the
set, which recreates a French
Mediterranean village. Blake
recently did the scene design
For theSISI drama "Tartuffe."

overlooked by the crowd.
After Hillman’s solo’s. Stills
returned and encouraged the
crowd to stand and sing along
with him on several numbers.
By then Maples Pavillion
was roaring with sound and
the band played some
numbers tram their new
album. This led in "Carry -On. and old Crosby. Stills. Nash

"ALSO STARRING"

BLACK OAK
ARKANSAS
PLUS

SPENCER DAVIS GROUP
SANTA CLARA FAIRGROUNDS
Friday, November 24, 8 p.m.
$4 00 Advance $4.50 at door
SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE
912 Town amd Country Village 246 1 I 6 0
PENINSULA BOX OFFICE ALL MACY’S

ON SALE
for as low as

$63 .00

Plus Piscean now has a full time factory trained
mechanic and complete service Department

PISCEAN
/ WATERBEDS - BIKES - PILLOWS - AND THINGS
TWO SAN JOSE LOCATIONS
1528 W. SAN CARLOS
1 2 blocks west of Sears
294-1455

)

35 S. 4th St
Near SJS
287-7030
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Travel to rainy Oregon in search of winning record

Spartans prepare for Duck hunt
When one goes duck
hunting, he must do as the
ducks do. adapt to water.
Dewey King. San lose State
University’s football coach,
has been preparing his
Spartans to go Oregon Duck

hunting in Eugene. Ore. on
Saturday in a non -conference
grid clash.
Expecting rain, King has
had the footballs in practice
dipped in buckets it water
before the snap I rum tent er on

regular plays and punts. It will
Rive the players a "feel" of
what might happen.
For the first time this
season. WU 4-4. will have a
better win -loss record than its
opponent. Oregon is 2-7,
including a 15-13 upset over
Stanford.
"We will have to iron several
things out this week for our
game against an Oregon team
that is much better than its
record indicates," said King.
Oregon has the seventh -

ranked passer in National
Collegiate
Athletic
Association
history.
Dan
Fouts.
"Their whole offense is
wrapped around Fouts.- King
said.
"He has the ability to do
things other quarterbacks
can’t do."
With an inexperienced team
surrounding him. Fouts has
managed to complete 145
passes for 1,655 yards and
nine scores this season.

However. the semoi signal
caller is not alone.
Oregon has 4 potentially
good
ground
attaLk.
depending on how the young
offensive line does. Led by Don
Reynolds, who has averaged

over nine yards per carry, the
Ducks run from a "half-awishbone- lormation.
SISU’s defense will be ready
for Oregon. alter it stopped the
third -ranked rushing team
(New Mexico) in the nation

Kimball, Fouts set
for ‘aerial battle’

Don Fouts

Spartans anticipate win
in PCAA harrier finals
Hoping for a itrot place
finish in the last meet of the
season. the San lose State
University cross country team
travels to Stockton tomorrow
for the Pacific Coast Athletic
Association championship in
Micke Grove Park at 11 a.m.
"This is our first big meet
and we would like to send
several members of our team
for the NCAA finals in
Houston," said Dan Riggs.
coach of the SISU cross
country team.
Cal State Long Beach,
sporting a 5-0 conference
record is expected to repeat as
gold medalists. The Forty
Niners have monopolized the
PCAA championships the last
three years in a row.
Last year’s defending titlist
Jeff Lough of Cal State its

Angeles is the individualist to
beat. This year he won the
college division of the Long
Beach Invitational and has
the tape with
broken
consistency in dual action.
Maurie
Greer,
SISLI
assistant cross country coach
will be replacing Riggs who
was injured in a car accident
last week.
Leading the Spartans with a
0-3 conference record is Les
DeVoe who finished fifth in
last years PCAA finals.
Freshman Mark Schilling,
Bob Ebert. Jim Howell and
Rudy Krause are also vieing
for a spot in the finals.
The top ten finishers in the
six -mile race travel to the
National
Collegiate
Championships in Houston.
Nov. 20th.

By jay Goldberg
UFO watchers shouldn’t have any trouble Saturday when the
University
Spartans tangle with the Oregon
San lose State
Ducks Saturday, in Eugene. Ore.
The reason being, two quarterbacks from San Francisco, (not
John Brodie and Steve Spurrier), who like to throw and throw
well, will be doing battle.
Dan Fouts, senior field general for the Ducks and Craig
Kimball. SJSU’s sophomore grid leader, will launch the "air
war."
A possible first round draft pick in the upcoming pro draft.
Fouts ranks as one of the National Collegiate Athletic
Association’s all-time passing greats.
"We feel that of all the tough opponents we met last year, Dan
Fouts was the best all-around quarterback we faced," said
Spartan head coach Dewey King. (22 of these tough players SJSU
faced last season were drafted in the first round.)
Passing for 5.470 yards on 456 completions and 34 touchdown
passes, Fouts ranks seventh on the NCAA’s all-time quarterback
list.
Fouts moved into the Nov. 7 spot last weekend against Cal. He
passed up Atlanta Falcon quarter-back Pat Sullivan, last
season’s Heisman Trophy winner from Auburn.
While Fouts has played 29 games for Oregon. Kimball has
appeared in eight games for the Spartans.
However. the mustachioed Spartan signal caller is having the
fifth -best single season of any Spartan quarterback and ranks
tenth on the all-time SISU QB list.
Kimball has completed 107 passes for 1,355 yards and 13
scores.
Fouts has set 19 Oregon career passing records. He has one
more to set and that is scoring passes. Another Atlanta Falcon,
Bob Berry, threw 39 td’s in his three seasons at Oregon.
The record for touchdown passes in a single season is 16, held
by SIMI baseball coach Gene Menges. Menges led the 1949
Spartan contingent.
Both airmen have specific receivers they throw to.
Senior wide receiver Greg Specht has hauled in 109 passes for
1.503 yards from Fouts. He ranks as the No. 8.receiverin Pacifica history.
Tight -end Chris Moyneur, a sophomore too, has caught 38
tosses for 460 yards and four scores from Kimball. He ranks No.
15 in the nation this season.
Besides ranking No. 7 in the nation. Fouts is No. 2 in the Pac-8
behind former Stanford great, Jim Plunkett. Plunkett is toiling
for the New England Patriots.
Fouts has garnered 5.470 yards in total offense and 5,609
passing yards. Plunkett racked up 8.178 yards in total offense
and 7.809 yards passing.
A big difference between Fouls and Kimball is that SISU has
won four games. while Oregon has outscored only two foes.
Kimball has had good support, as compared to Fouts mediocre
support this season. This makes Fouts’ records more incredible,
when he has been the "entire- offense for the Ducks.

Final home soccer tilt;
Tigers attack Spartans
By Nick Labash
With a lour game winning
streak pushing them forward
and the upcoming NCAA
playoffs looming
regional
large on the horizon, the
squad
soccer
Spartan
entertain the improved 1.10P
iinal
in
their
Tigers tonight
home encounter of the season.
"They MOP) beat Stanford
1-0 and lost 2-1 to USF in
overtime." said head coach
Julie Menendez. "They have a
2-1 league record and have
compiled a 6-2-2 record
overall.’
At this stage .of the season
even a team that is 0-10 would
be troublesome to the
Spartans.
California proved last week,
that ypu don’t have to be a
powerhouse to upset a teams
chances of making the
playoffs.
Every school is primed to
overthrow the Spartans. Such
is the luxury that comes with
being rated as the top soccer
team on the West Coast.
The Tigers come to town

with an offense centered
around a German athlete,
Wolfgang Gardner.
"He (Gardner) plays left half
for the Tigers," said
Menendez. He is a six-footer
and is an extremely
constructive player. He is
exceptional at ball control and
is the teams playmaker."
According to Menendez the
Tigers have people who can
score hut they look to Gardner
for leadership. One would
suppose that by stopping
Gardner you could really
hamper the play of the Tigers.
This is where the Spartan
defense comes in. They have
certainly been stingy thus far
in allowing goals, no reason
they should falter tonight.
With halfback Henry
Carvalho returning to the
wars against Stanford. the
Spartans will he at full
strength for tonights fray.
Menendez was reflecting on
the Stanford game when he
noted, "We got scoring help
against Stanford from people
who are not our

Rusty Menzel and George
Lauterback each scored a goal
in the Spartans 3-0 whitewash
of the Cards.
"This takes pressure off
Jimmy Zylker and Tony
Stiffly," Menendez continued.
"Most
teams attempt to
contain jimmy and Tony, they
have one man assigned to
strictly cover them. "We’ll take
the exchange if Menzel and
Lauterbach can continue to
score."
It has been repeated over
and over about the Spartans
letting down against teams of
lesser caliber. Again they can’t
get caught looking ahead to
next weeks big showdown
with I ISF at Balboa Stadium.
The Dons are still in the
running for the western
regional playoffs along with
Fresno State. Washington and
even Air Force. Barring some
major catastrophe, UCLA and
the Spartans have two of the
four playoff berths locked up.
Statistics released this week
find Zylker still leading thc
Spartans in
scoring awl

**************************************
peace corps vista

LAST DAY ON CAMPUS
APPLICATIONS NOW BEING ACCEPTED FROM
SENIORS AND GRADUATE STUDENTS IN THE
FOLLOWING DISCIPLINES:
Vista;
Peace Corps;
Industrie, Arts
Vocational Education
Nursing
Education
Civil Engineering
Economics
Math/Sclonce
Liberal Arts

Sociology
Journalism
Social Service
Counseling
Psychology
hosiness Administration
Nursing
Education

APPLY NOW FOR PROGRAMS GOING INTO TRAINING
THIS SPRING AND SUMMER
day only’
Student Union

assists.
The former U.S.
Olympic player has drilled 15
goals past enemy net tenders
and assisted his mates with 12
assists.
Many of Zylkers scores have
come with defenders literally
hanging on him.

Tony
halfback
Veteran
Salle is second to Zylker with
eight goals and five assists.
followed by wing Kenny Davis
with seven goals soda pair of
assists.
With an impressive showing
in recent outings on the
offensive side. George
Lauterbach has been taking
his share of shots as of late.
Prior to the struggle with
Cal. Lauterbach had taken a
mere six shots, connecting on
one.
I.auterbach has attempted
17 shots as of the Stanford
game with two more goals to
show for his efforts.

last Saturii.o,
’the Lobos gained only 176
yards. after averaging 334
yards per game. while Oregon
averages 92 yards per game.
"The reason we stopped
New Mexico’s wishbone was
spelled. Cody Jones and
Seymour [ones." King said at
the Santa Clara Valley
Sportswriters luncheon
Wednesday.
"With Cody and Seymour
back in the defensive line our
pass rush will be more
effective." he added.
"We’ll need it to stop Fouts."
The Spartans offer a more
balanced offense, but the
absence of senior guard
Charlie Gardner might have

effect. Gardner was::
arrested earlier this week on a7:
:
charge of attempted rape.
Eddie Smith.
a 8-foot -3,:::
.255-pound junior,
will :
start in Gardner’s place.
In SISI I’s last two wins, the
offense has garnered as many’.
yards rushing as it did by the
air route.
Craig Kimball, the PCAA’s
leading passer, will field:
general the attack. with Dale .
Knott and Darryl Jenkins
manning the starting running::
back slots.
"We have beaten Oregon.
every three seasons." King
said. "San lose beat them in ’63, WI. and ’69 and it’s time for
win No. 5 this season.- 1.G.
some

1 0%
- MOTORS

STAR

DISCOUNT ON SERVICE AND REPAIRS
ON ALL FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC MODELS
Also
NEW FIATS as low as
$4800 a mo. (lease)

Craig Kimball

Spartans to meet
with ’polo bears’
By John B. Matthews
The final tone-up before the
PCAA play-offs begin this
Saturday for Lee Walton’s
water poloists.
T..he Spartans. undefeated
and recently crowned PCAA
champion, head for Berkeley
for an 11 a.m. date with tIC’s
’polo bears.’
.
San lose Slate University
hasalready defeated the Bears
this year, the victory coming
in the Northern California
Federation
Aquatic
Tournament early in the
month of October. The score
was 8-7.
UC actually led in the
just
1:40
with
contest
remaining in the game before
the Spartans tossed in two
very quick goals to pick up the
win.
Coach Walton expects just
as tough a contest this time.
though the Bears are not realIN
in the same class as San Jose’s
powerhouse.
"They will be sky-high fit,
this game.- said Walton
recently. "They have several
fine shooters and always give
us a battle."
The Spartans are still
licking their wounds from the
CC-Santa Barbara battle 01
last weekend. Absorbing 54
fouls, SlStl had to hang on in
the fourth period for a 13-10
victory.
The Spartans will stil1 be
without the services of Harold

Zane. The senior guard
suffered a severe shoulder
injury almost two weeks ago
and has not seen action since.
Starter John Cohere, who
lost one of his front teeth by
way of a "deliberate foul" in
the tiCSB game, will be in his
usual spot in the pool against
t ICB.
Alter oral surgery last
Saturday night, Gebers has
not missed any time in
practice this week.
Starters for the Cal clash
include
Gebers, Steve
Spencer. Bruce Watson, Brad
Jackson, Ed Samuels, Howard
Delano and goalie Fred Wart.

EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN

’.1104CAIRE I

TROPICAIRE II
"SUPER FLY "WATERMELON MAN’.
"SIDE HACKERS"

meet Gators

BOB MANN’S
Sauna bath-..

CI. UR

Complete gym
Sun room
Corrective
exercise

ASK ABOUT
OUR
3 MOS.
SPECIAL

PERSONALIZED SUPERVISION
413£. SANTA CLARA STREET
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA

La:

plus 2re Hoffilytiv Hit -THE CORPSE GRINDERS"
&BoreisHit: "THE BODY STEALERS- vu
NOW AT
2 DRIVE iNs

. .
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FALL SPECIAL
SAVE 38c
1 4- tB

- 100.

PURE BEEF

Barn Duster Trio
NO
LIMIT

with
*Lettuce
*Tomato
Pick les
sOnions
.5" Buns
sCoki,
Special Sauce
shench Fries

my

1E

NO

79

COUPON
NECESSARY

RE
REID 33LTLIC
250 E. Santa Clara Son Jose

Do you use an
after shave just to
smell good?

Body building

Reducing
Massage

A BENJAMIN CLARK ilLM
RELEASED THRU CENfEll FilM DiSTRIBLITING CO COLOR

"ASYLUM"
"HONEYMOON KILLER"
"IN COLO RI 0013"

"DIRTY LITTLE BILLYTHE
&
"BUCK
PREACHER"
"SHALAKO-

SAN JOSE HEALTH

NI Se of reteam...YOUR.Cll

’11;4:":,,’:’,

Spartababes

GET IN SHAPE

a

"FRENZY"
AWMAN"
"1 1.1 A NZ’S RAID"

BAYSHORE

After
playing the best
balanced of fensivegame of the
year’ last week against
State,
Coach
Sacramento
Willard Wells takes his
Spartababes to San Francisco
tar a 2 p.m
State toila
contest

1

375 So. Market St.
Present Student Body Card for Discount

2959910

If you thought after shave lotions were just to smell good,
that’s only half the story. After shave lotions help heal nicks and
re-establish the skin’s proper acid/alkali balance
after a shave. (Bet you didn’t know that, did you?)
But smelling nice is, after all, the nicest thing
about finishing off a shave. So why not smell great?
English Leather, has three ways to
accomplish this. English Leather Regular, Lime
and Timberline.. In After Shave or Cologne.
So that even if you do use an after shave just
to smell good, you’ll smell better than just good.
ENGLISH LEATHER MAKES IT A LITTLE NICER
TO FACE THE DAY.
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ISRAELI STUDENTS
ORGANIZATION

’When in doubt,throw out’ Deadline for Chicano
continued from page 3

Understanding the facts
about botulism food poisoning
is important because the toxin
is often fatal and is difficult to
detect. Sometimes, botulism
contaminated cans or jars will
bulge or have "off -odors." but
such is not always the case.
It is common for a botulism intoxicated food to appear and
smell normal. Never taste a
food to be sure.- BOIL the
food for 10 minutes first.
Botulism toxin is so potent
that half a pound could
eliminate the entire world
population. Merely licking a
ord
too toxins, .11. lie

fatal. The rule is -"When in
doubt, throw it out!"
Botulism can be destroyed
by maintaining a temperature
of 212 degrees (F) f the
temperature at which water
boils) for 10 minutes. Boiling
will inactivate the toxin but
botulism spores can survive
both the exposure to air and
the boiling. If the surviving
spores are then placed in an
airtight container they can
produce toxins.
Botulism spores can be
killed in a reasonable length of
time only ne heating at
temperatures of 240 degrees to
250 degrees IF). Ti) obtain such
a high temperature. steam
tinder pri-oqire 11.8.. a pressure
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LSAT REVIEW COURSE
San Jose classes begin
Nov. 29 for Dec. LSAT.
Cost $75
For information call (415) 526-2250

cooker with a properly
adjusted temperature and
pressure guage) must be used.
How long a canned food must
be healed at 240 degrees to 2511
degrees IF) depends on the
type of food and the size of the
canning
Tested
jar.
instructions for each type of
food should be followed
carefully.
To summarize, the following
is a list of the conditions under
which botulism grows best:
II) Insufficient air supply (in a
sealed can. jar. or plastic
package). (2) Foods containing
little or no natural or added
Temperatures
(3)
acid.
between 40 degrees and 115
degrees (F). 141 No other food
spoilage micro-organisms
present.
Botulism has caused one
death every year over the past
while
decades,
two
automobile accidents kill over
40.000 per year. Home
accidents account for about
2.SOOa year.But when it comes
to publicity, the amount
produced is strictly in the
opposite direction to the
number affected. The point is.
of course, that where there is
one tainted can there may be
others. and so it is necessary to
warn everyone-and quickly.
Although a very rare
disease, botulism is and has
been feared by the common
public as well as by
professionals,

voucher plan positions
Today is the last day to
apply for positions through La
Confederacion de la Reza
Unida for the Alum Rock
School District voucher plan.
Applications are being
accepted in the offices of La
Confederacion. 1858 E. Santa
Clara. from 8-5 p.m. The
voucher plan seeks to involve
more minorities with the
school district at various
levels.
10E) descript ions include!

Chance of rain,
windy weekend
tom Ihe

Meteorrilogy

Dept. -Cloudy this morning,
chance of rain near 50 per cent.
Partly cloudy tonight with a
30 per cent chance of rain.
Today’s winds will be from the
West at 15-20 mph. decreasing
tonight. High today will be 58
with tonight’s low near 40.
For the weekend, cold and
windy, variable cloudiness.
Highs this weekend in the mid
lows
50’s.
with
the
approaching 40. Heavy snow
expected in the Sierra above

MAXIMIZE YOUR LSAT SCORE

(408) 286-3181

Growth Through Reputation!!!

ADMISSION

Tempera! Watercolor!
Oil! Acrylic! Ch-arcoal!
Pastel! Gouache! Ink!
Markers! IVechanicals!
Packaging! Airbrush!
Illustration! Sketches!
Renderings! Exhibits!
Photomounting! Signs!
Constructions! Design!
And More! Low Cost!
Cold and Hot Press!
Single&DoubleThick!

Foy.. COluMESLA PICTURES
A
or CARL FOREMAN end
RICHARD ATTENBOROUGH

Discover a unique wine cellar which offers you a selection
from over 2,500 cases of Bordeaux, Beaujolais, Ports,
Cotes du Rhone, German Rieslings, Sherries. Madeira, and
Burgunday which is our specialty. Our buying methods
allow you to save 20% & more. That’s like having every 5th
bottle free. If it’s the softness of an aging Bordeaux or a
fullbodied Burgundy or a delicate fruity Moselle, your wine
quality is assured because we personally taste and select
all of your wines in Europe. We will be happy to serve you!
Our business hours are as follows: Wednesdays-12 noon to
9 PM; Thursdays-5 PM to 9 PM; Saturdays-10 AM to 4 PM.
All other times by appointment. Please write or call for a
free catalog listing all our wines and special future offers.

- FREE

EVERYONE IS INVITED

-JUDITH CRIST. New York Magal

All this plus

ANNE
BANCROFT

ROBERT
SHAW

P.M.

ISRAELI DANCING AND REFRESHMENTS

’A ROUSING ADVENTURE STORY!’

WINE LOVERS

8:30-12

COLLEGE UNION UMUNHUM ROOM

stated it will investigate the
matter.
The organization has sought
Affirmative Action Programs
(programs aimed at recruiting
minorities) in schools and
colleges.
Recently the
organization met with the
administration of De Anza
College in support of Chicanos
who have charged there has
not been equal representation
at administrative and faculty
positions with regards to
minorities.
The college has since agreed
that a group of six from the
community work on an
Affirmative Action Plan for
the college.
La Confederacion consists
of various task forces, each of
which specialize in particular
areas, such as education,
health, housing and other
areas of concern to the
community. It is particularly
concerned with how these
areas affect the low-income
residents of this coup> v.

evalAdministrative
uator-responsible for the
direction and supervision of
the evaluation for the voucher
program.
evaluaCommunity
tor -No
degree
required
with two years
residence in the San lose area
and community involvement
of at least one year. He or she
should be bi-lingual.
Secretary. half-time, with
standards in
professional
English and Spanish and
with
the
involvement
community.
Four work study positions
for students.
Confederacion
is
La
hiring
concerned
about
practices in Santa Clara
County. New chain stores.
such as Alpha Beta, have
encountered pressure from La
Conferacion for not hiring
minorities in fair numbers. It
has filed a suit against Alpha
Beta. while the Equal
Opportunity Commission has

3,000 foot level

EUROPEAN WINE SELECTIONS, INC.
170 E. YOUNGER AVE.
SAN JOSE, CALIF. 95112
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SAN FRANCISCO PREMIERE FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 11th
Ghirardelli Sq

‘9,9
29 /1./ 4

fieserVed Seats Now On Sale
At Box Office Open Daily
F tom 12:00 Noon To 9 PM

9il0c4IaC.wft

BEAUTY ai POLIO STREETS

’10 s’,9
60’9
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For groups 8, theatre parties contact Gene Arcerl 415-362-51P2
*Tickets Also Available At HILLSDALE Cinema, San Mateo *
sOUTHLAND Cinema. Hayward SUNVALLEV Cinema,
Concord MACY’S GREYHOUND and Other agencies

6-te,

tit ZZI
ANNOUNCEMENTS
SHAKLEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
SINCE WM
7,e.id Supplements (Instant Prom,
VitaLes. Vita E. Calcium etc)
Home Cleaners i Basic H. L. etc)
13eieuty Aids 1Proteinized Shampoo etc I
John A Mary Rhoades 297-3806
PISCEAN WATERBEDS 1528 W San
Carlos S J 294-1455 Just West of
Sears) features KILN DRIED DOUGLAS
FIR handcrafted names too gouty
witermattresses horn 512 6 up organic
furniture. pillows, qualify 10-speeds
sales & service, accessories, friendly
femme, righteous prices BEDS TO
REST. BIKES THE BEST at PISCEAN
294-14S5
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE COLLEGE
organization meets Thum 730 PM in
memorial chapel All are welcome,
"LIFT YOUR SPIRITS"
Join a college-age BALLET class at
Wave School of Ballet Basic Iacono
Ma for the beginning dancer Bevan,
Eufrezia Grant Director Phone 241.1776
if no answer 286-8917
THE CLOTHES RACK
112 So First Street
We are quality Manufacturers Outlet of
Women s apparel and shoos 10% dile
count to students. university personnel
Try us you II Niue us’
HAVE A PROBLEM? Looking for
answers? Let Campus SOS help Call
the Spartan Deity at 277-3191 or drop by
KRISHNA CONSCIOUSNESS has
returned to San Jose and are having free
yoga classes end vegitaron dinners
every Saturday at 4 PM 820 E San
Salvador St between 13th 8 14th SJ
SUCCESS
T141111
SELF
KNOWLEDGE Past present 8 future
revealed by appointment Marra 1 hr I
55 00 926-0413
THE MONEY SOOK IS 11110.00
FOOD> FOR
TOTAL VALUE (0 5$
ONLY $400 NOW -72 COUPONS
EXPIRES JUNE i 1973-GET YOURS
NOW -SPARTAN BOOKSTORE THE
MONEYBOOK GIVES YOU ONE MEAL
FREE WHEN YOU BUY YOUR SECOND
MEAL
AMER FAMILY STEAK HOUSE13)
KY FRIED CHICKEN
ELLAS RESTAURANT
ROUND TABLE PIZZA (31
ELMATADOR RESTAURANT
PEANUTS SANDWICH SHOP
A & W ROOTBEER DRIVE-IN
SENIOR TACO
SCOTLAND FISH N CHIPS
ORANGE WINZIT
PEPITO S MEXICAN FOODS
CACHITO DEL TERRE
MIKE’S HERO SANDWICHES
TACO BELL
SHELTER SALOON
LA TAXANITA (el SCSI
ARBY’s ROASTBEEF
-THE NICE THING ASOUT THE
MONEYBOOK IS THAT YOU CAN
FREELY TALK AISOUT ITt
’THE MAD MONEYMAN
ONLY On A Clear Day can you see
Barbara Streisand sing forevermore
Come to Me FRIDAY F L ICKS Nov 10, 7 &
10 PM Morns Dailey Mid 50t Ada
LEARN TAR KWON DO Korean Art of
Sell Defense Karate, JudO. Adinia Ia
taught by Master Dan Choi 6 DAN Block
ben Dayomps mental and Physical control Se6conlidence II respect All
ages-men women 8 children 2 Mks
from SJSU 401 E Santa Clans corner of
(Ith St Ph 275-1533 10 rn -10 m
TOPLINE TU EEEEEE OT COMING. See
Penny Terry at the College Union
Student Activities II Intramural.

AUTOMOTIVE
’70 HONDA IL 3110. 5 100 actual miles
$500 (.ail OA 2049 after 6 pm

’71 YAMAHA ISO. Good transportation
Excellent condition Cell after 7 PM 2778595
’67 AUSTIN HEALY 3.000 senes. $2.000
or best offer 374-8603
115 VW BUS - rebuilt eng I receipts)
built-In bed. carpet. extra fine cond $950
293-3180
’59 BUG EYE SPRITE. Real sharp. rollber,
hardtop new tires. mega. konl shocks.
reblt eng $700 374-5643
’70 TRIUMPH

1350CC Pert shape It

moss $850 /offer Dave 298-0181.
’70 VW But AM/FM Radio $1.300 Good
condition 867-3881
10 HONDA 450 Just rebuilt Immaculate $700 firm Call 374-6803

DYNACO FM-5 TUNER KIT. Unassembled awl in shipping container Factory
guarantee $145 Cell 336-8827 (in Ben
Lomond)
BICYCLES
Sales and Service
Discount on parts and Accessories to
students year round
Gene’s Bicycle Barn
1188 E William St 293-7897
HAUS BALANCESJenuen seales 422
W Julian 288-6730
PIPES, PAPERS, & PILLOWS-ITS ALL
IN THE MONE1110011.
B OOKSTORE -ONLY 54.00-2
WATERMAT1’RESSES818 FOR THE
PRICE OF ONE%
FOLK GUITARISTS-Espana steel wine
II. wring) New, Guitar owe S115. 5I75
settle Ph. !Save 377-7374.

FISCHER 118.-1.1 11111.1-21-0-cm New $170
for 90 or offer 555S 10th Apt. 08 Never
used

SKI BOOTS: Kotlach size OW (new) 640
Teac-Dolby noise reduction unit $40
Light meter: $60. 739-8509

MUST-. 66. 6 cyl 2 spd, r & h. 59.000
Super nest inside out Mechanically
good $650 297.0382

G.E. Portable Stereo phonograph $40
1’4 yrs old Very good condition Phone
Margo 297-0293 between 7-8 cm

HONDA 71 to CL 350 3.000 miles. Esc.
cond matching Helmetolisy bizother
extras S625 Phone 255-2220.

NOVELTY STRIP TEASE BALL POINT
PENS Upside down model strips, right side up wears bathing suit (Order NOW
LIMITED SUPPLY) $1 00 ea plus
Postage 254 Mr. Wood 445 Vaughn Aye
Sen Jose, CA 95128

118 HONDA 151) seremblei see in
Orridair SUM Zei-Ixel alter 5
’67 HONDA cc Scrambler. ex cond.
t2000 actual miles
Good tires new
battery 5300/00er 023-7834 Vic
’5811W Boa Brand new engine. Top condition Best otter 998-2882 @IN 1 PM
’63 T-BIRD Good transportation CD
$200 Phone after 6 PM 258-8580
’72 VW CAMPMOSILE. Excellent condition 6 500 miles standard equipment
324-4130 evenings 098-5067 day or eve
$3 895
11162 CHEVY NOVA station wagon with
electric rear window. Ecellent
transportation, $r6999 Paul 928-0413

FOR

SALE

WATER HOS -Tin Yang Water Bed Co
Since 1970. has water beds and accessores of the finest quality at the low’s!
prices Compare anywhere 2 locations
400 Pam Ave. Downtown San Jose 21%1263. and 24E Campbell Ave CrOSI
from West Valley College. Campbell 3781040
THE PISCIAN 35 S 4th St us block
north of ocean) 287-7030 Features a
complete iine of heated wearbeds from
554 pillows, accessories, quality
speed imported bikes front 563 Sales &
Service All at righteous prices with frier,dlY helpful service 287-7030 BEDS 1’)
REST BIKES THE BEST at PISCEAN
SAVE THIS AD. Before you coy mall for
stereo equip, check Was for diSCOunt
prices on Tema. Sanaa. Pioneer. Dual etc
We guarantee San Josi State students
the lowell prices available in the entire
bey area Call for weekly ’mists 2412028
ARE YOU STILL PAYING lull price for paperbecks? Recycle features largest
bilection of paperbacks science fiction in
Bey Ares I One. f11011111y We pay 20 per
cent cove, 30 per Cent trade for your
better paperbacks used records, too
Recycle 235 So rat St 2664275 open
10-9
111411110010 EOM RUINER 394
293-2954

per lb

BLACKLITE POSTIRI S1 50. PATCHES
754 S up INSENSE 25 STICKS 294,
PIPES St 00 up. RADIOS 53855up,
LEATHER GOODSE BINOCULARS
$22 CIO up EILACKLITE. COMPLETE
18’ $1195 4 $2295 STROBE LIGHTS
51195 GAS GLO BULB $395 INDIA
PAINTS FISH NETTING It 856 up 1SHIR TS $2 CIO EACH BROOKSIOE Sin
Fernando 1 bat from SJSU Phone 292.
0400

TYPEWRITER: Royals best portable; like
new, many features; 645/best otter. case
Inc! 732-8528 after 6.

HELP WANTED
LOVE YOUR BOSS
When you become a SHAKLEE distributor
you are your own boss No Quotas
no rises! Every distributor has
different goals a different approaches
The fact Met our natural products
really ere the finest is reflected in
our Out of Sight Sales Growth
Please make comparisons
We will ask you to do OM research
before we let you sponsor in
NO DISCRIMINATION SHORT HAIR
OK
JOHN & MARY 466 SO 5TH *2-2973886
EVENINGS
AND SATURDAYS
Sell Time-Life publications from our San
Jose office Good earnings on salary and
bonus Sternly reOrs Cali 296-5433 after 3
PM Dialogue Marketing 480 N te SI
San Jose
ISINCIJP.R.
Creative, self-starter needed by apt/oflice center builders to write own ads
prepare promotion schedules 11 do PR
work Send resume. to Interland attention Bill Meyers 122 Saratoga Santa Clara
95050 No phone calls please
STUDENTS earn 5100 or more per week
Veer round working w/young boys on
interesting newspaper promotion
program No sop nen You ere trained by
*sports No motel, collectIons. or del
nec its easy town even higher income
Over 50% of our students average mare
than 5100/week last year You must have
valid drivers license. Insurance, good
running car Working hours are 34 PM
and 8 30 AM ’4 30 PM Sal Call now 2691091 ask for Mr Terry
COLLEGE GRADS WITH MASTERS
DEGREE DIGS DITCHES. Sound
familiar? When career positrons are so
competitive would it be to your advantage to teem valuable business experience. Sell-dineelOpment. PIUS timelY
income while still in college ALCAS
CORP hes few such positions for the
right students Call 2688739 after 5 PM
for potions’ interview
PULL OR PART WM. Men & women
drivers Mon. Wed Fri end Tues. Thurs.
Sat Sun 1 00 pm to 6 30 pm & 10 sin to
8 30 pro 30 par cent to 50 poet cent commission Tropical Ice Cream Co 358 No
Montgomery St S J 297-4228 Mr
Brinneel

EVERYBODY wants to know something
Let the Spartan Daily’s weekly Campus
SOS column help you. Call 277-3181.

3 FEMALE ROOMMATES needed to
share large 2 bdrrn. 2 ba. apt. Prefer U.D
or Grad 5160440 ea. Call Gen 376-2877

MEN
18 yrs. 8 up Newspaper circulation. No
cop nec. Transportation turn. Must be
available by 12 noon daily. Generous
training allowance to start. Call Al Benson 289-1091

MOD. FUPIN. APT. 1 bdrrn. 172 51k frm
campus. $140 Wtr & grb. mci, quiet No
pets Avail Nov 1st, 463 S. 7111 Mg. 4595.
7th 290-5362
LARGE 2 & 3 berm modem, clean, turn.
apts 695 S. 11th St. 275-1974,

PART TIME-earn extra money. Work
your own hours You determine how
much you make For more information
call 296-7959 evenings or weekends.

LARGE APTS. FOR RENT. 2 bedroom. 2
bath. turn NOW $150 See .1508 5 11th
St or phone 2039-8045

STUD EEEEEEEE LAGENT. Good Commissions 967-5996 or 3214573.

’72 12.114 2 be DELUXE 11101111.E HOME
Many extras. exc. cond. MO down 8 assume paymts $83/mo. 2117-9262.

ONLY On A Clear Day" can you see
Barbara Streisand sing forevermore
Come to the FRIDAY FLICKS Nov. 10,76
10 PM Morris Dailey And 506 Adm.

FOR RENT. Large 2 bdrm turn house
Girls only. Call manager after 5 PM 2978309 or drop by 1374 5 5th 81

SELL SWIMS TPIAT SELL THEMSELVES.
$500 per hour 249-3838 Be your own
boss -Comm
MEN WOMEN
WORK ON A SHIP NEXT SUMMEW No
experience mowed Excellent pay
Worldwide travel Perfect summer lob or
career Send $200 for information
SEAFAX Box 2049-CF, Port Angeles.
Washington 96632
BARMAID NEEDED over 21. Tips
meals (Inc, beverages) Apply at the
HODGEPODGE at 169 S 3rd St, 2924487
4 MEN
4 MRS
4 DAYS, EARN
81 PER HR.
Cell Mr Hatch 297-9500
GUYS A GAL
w/car
Join the baby boom. Sales & sem for
local merthants. Call Mr. Hatch 297-9500
NEED 20 PEOPLE lull time or part time.
no experience necessary. Will train. Call
DON 296-5757 or 294-1036

HOUSING
FREE ROOM & BOARD to girl over 18
companion to handicapped inSS
sodiduel Very nice sot Call Robert Kell at
2983208 alter 5 PM
FOR Ron
VERY ige 1 5,11 Apt.
Furn, w w carpets.
Swim pool, owe room. $130
Studios $100
620 S 9th SI SJ
LARGE one bedroom apt. 9135 In nice
old house with fireplace. 590S. 51h St. 415
81011
Large audio, sop study room
Heated pools, lam w/w. carpets
5 min from campus
secluded
297-1200
MARRIED COUPLES
Large 2 bdrrn *dr) new wive carpels
buift-in kitchen. Garbage Dispossi. Sir
COnfritiOning, enclosed garage pool A
bik SJSU, quiet lour-nisi, S175 Free
laundry Manager. 466S 5th 01 286-0944

NICE FURNIS8IE0 HOUSE. 2 bOnns
$210 for 2 or 5240 for 4 Reed St near S
10111 St 2483032, 207-8635
NICII FURNISHED 140USE. 2 bdrrns
$210 for 2 or $240 for 4 Reed St near S
10th St 246-3032

LORI Bedroom apt.
furnished,
vow carpets
Recreation rooms
Swim pool
620 So 151 51 SJ 5130

AUTO/MOTORCYCLE
mamma
CSIS (COLLEGE STUDENT INSURANCE SERVICE). WITH NINE
CALIFORNIA OFFICES TO SERVE YOU,
HAS THE BEST RATES, CALL US AT
2894881 OR STOP BY 404S. 3110 ST.
2ND FLOOR
TYPIST
Accurate, experienced, test Can edit
thews. papers. Near City College. Mrs.
Aelenian 2964104

1 FEMALE ROOMATE needed to share
room in 2 BR apt. 5)90/47.50 ea. Aral.
now 446 S. 11111 Si.61 287-7858,

TYPING-Thesis,
General Report.
Letters. IBM Selectric. Reasonable. 2636895

CLEAN. COMFORTABLE 1 BR turn. apt.
$130/rno 28157474 or 294-7332.

EXPERIENCED TYPING- Electric IBM
Term Papers, These, etc Dependable
Mn., Allen 294-1313

FOR RENT Reasonable 1 bdrm. turn
dpo S Tahoe. sleeps 5. Call 2584287 eft
5 Neer Heavenly Valley.

CHARTER FLIGHTS
Complete domestic/International
travel program.
STUDENT SERVICES WEST. INC
Call (408) 287-8240 for further into

Friendly Formats needed Dec. 110 share
room In Mee house Si 176 S. 115th,
388.50/mo, 264-3432.

TYPING TO BE DONE?
Theses manuscripts, term papers, &
general reports. Fast, accurate, reliable,
and reasonable rates. Call Mrs. Alice
Emmerich at 249-2064.

APT. FOR RENT. Clean, modern. Hugel
bedroom furnished 293-7796 751S 2nd
St
’URN. MOUSE for rent. 25 berm. yard.
dogs okay. 160 so. 12th Si. 226-6674
$225.

TYPING
60 North 3rd St. Apt
287-4-V7

LARGE, CARPETED, 1 BORM., turn.. apt.
2 blks. to SJSU. Perking. 536 So. Ith St.
68 295-7594 afternoons.

UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED
PERMANENTLY 235 E Santa Clara
Street Rm 513 Phone 294-4499. Nantelle,
WANT COMPANY771Get !teary Fr,, IS
Set, 8,30 pm, 1400 17 thru Dec 2nd. Bobby
the bachelor, his girlfriends 45 Married.
sernomerned. unmarried 5 remarried
couples play games in 61 Music
Theatre’s "Company,- the most witty &
sophisticated musical in years.
Montgomery Theatre. at Market & San
Carlos. $3.50 Gen’, $2.50 with SB Card.
Buy at door or call 286-6841,30 E. San
Fernando, Aderl 506 off ticket with this
ed.
THE MONEY BOOK IS $150.00 TOTAL
VALUE 450.00 FOOD) FOR ONLY $4.00
Now872 COUPONS EXPIRES JUNE1,
1973-GET YOURS NOW-SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE, GOT THE MUNCHES?
GET YOUR MONEY BOOK AT THE
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE AND GO GET
YOUR FREEBEES AND OTHER GOOD
DEALS’
MCDONALD’S
DER WIENERSCHNITZEL(3)
SUN ’N SOIL
ROUND TABLE PIZZA(3)
BARRELS FISH ’N CHIPS
CAESAR’S PIZZA HOUSE
ISABEL’S DELICATESSEN
SPARTAN HOUSE
7-ELEVEN
ISRAELI STUDENTS PARTY Sat Nov.
11, 5 PM Umunhum Room, CO. All Invited for folk dancing. Singing & refresh
FREE,

CHOICE 1 BORN APARTMENT
Avellable to responsible Minorite Neer
college Upper din students or faculty
$125 References required By appointment, 294-2149

T HANSPOR

micks. 926-0413.
EVERYTHING you slways wanted to
know about anything but were afield to
ask Ask Campus S.O.S. at 277-3181 and
see d in the Daly.
ONLY "On A Clear Day" can you See
Barbara Streisand sing forevermore.
Come to the FRIDAY FLICKS Nov. 10.78
10 PM Morris Dailey Aud, 506 Adm.
PIANO WANTED. Old upright. cheapl
Call 258-0639 alter 4
KM Student wanted who is currently
working on a farm I need help in class
promo! Call Phil 295-04139
COCKERPOO-BLACK, MALE
1 YR. OLD, LICENSED
Call 294-6577 atter 6PM

LOST 8 FOUND

I THOUGHT I LOST MY MONEY
B OOKS!
EIUT
I
FOUND
THEM . THEY RE IN THE SPARTAN
500KSTORE-ONLY54 013 NOW
THE MAD MONEYMAN

Before You
Move...

CUSTOMIZE your Chnitrnas cards by
having your name imprinted in gold 100
Cerds-S5 00 You Sul/PITMEN Call 3/f
0184

APT& FOR HINT I & 2 bdrrn. turn. 408 S.
5113 SI. al corner of Son Salvador. Inquire
apt. 1116 or call 294-5270.

NUMEROLOGIST available for primes,
etc. Priv. readings by apprnnt. No gim-

Spartan Maly

HAIRCUTIAND TRIMS. Specializing in
long hair and split ends for men and
women Only 11.00 287-2678.

LARGE ROOM to share w/male In Ivy
Hail Good people & facilities. $55/m0
2181128 or 293-9814 Glenn or 294-6472.

DONATE ON A regular blood plasma
program and receive up to $40/monthly.
Bring student ID. or this ad and receive
bonus with your first donation. HYLAND
DONOR CENTER 35 S. IUmaden Ave.
San Jose. CA 294-6535 MONDAY THRU
FRIDAY 7 to 3.30

823

A’

FLYING SOON? Your TWA Campus
Representative Bruce Freeman can help
you make your GETAWAY Fly at 1/305
with TWA Youth Passport and take up
to 24 months to pay with
FREE
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD_ Coll 2879088 for information Or 291545800 for
reseirystions

14EW ROOMS from $55/mo acmes the
campus. Ample parking. Sate and quiet
895. (fth also 278 S. 1011151, Phone 2958514 or 2064526
ROOM with kitchen priv. non-smokers 5
Mks to CSUSJ. quiet. 65/mo Call 2873125 before noon is best time

RENT A TV OA STEREO, no contract
Free del Free Waft* Call,Sechel 2612508

EAST AFRICA
EUROPE -I
Student flights Ineleparleiva Student
throughout Europe, Russia. and Mexico Ofticial SOFA agent for
inter-European student charter flights
including Middle East and Far East
Student ski tours European used car
system CONTACT’ ISCA
11867 San Vicente Blvd 94, L A Genf
9C049 TEL 8260955

Typ11441, FAST, ACCURATE ALSO
EDITING, IBM SELECTRIC, FORMER
ENGLISH TEACHER CALL 244-6444
AFTER 6 MARY BRYNER

THE MONEY 1100K MAKES A GOOD
COMPANION NO MATTER WHERE
GOING
YOU’RE
BOOKSTORE-OW{4.00 NOM

Camping UM.

SE RV It I it

’HOUSING’
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ROOM FOR RENT. Modern. quiet, house
in Willow Glen for serious student
$70/mo incl Lite 2137-31130 NICk,

PERSONALS

MOOING BELL BLUES? Cheer up with
talented musical trio. We play your
requests at ceremony or reception 926E/413 tor more info

HOUSE FOR RENT - 3 bdrm. 611 apt.
upstrs.. $200. 2 bdrm kit, apt. dovmstrs.
5150. Will rent single rooms 10 Rodents
$70/mo 2060188

4 lines
FOR RENT Large 2 bdrrn house 656 5
gth St Girl. only Call manager as,. 5PM
2974309 or drop by et 674 S 9111 St a 1

BRIDAL FAIRE PHOTOGRAPHY
HIGH quality wedding photography tor
LOWEST Bay Area rates. $88 includes
gold 8 white album. 60 color prints of
your choiCe, full set of slides. BRIDE
KEEPS ALL NEGATIVES- Extra full color
Staff of 20
13x10441 25 each
photographers Make an appointment to
see our samples-then decide Open every
evening until 10 pm. For FREE Bra&
Packet call 257-3161.

SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER OR
SPARTAN ()AIL Y
CASH 70
CLASSIFIED,
SAN JOSE St ATE
COLLEGE, C.Ila 95114

En. lord’s $
Deadiine

F r

I mu da,a prior In public a
publ I, t in dates only
No r ef unit, on I an,
I.
PHONE 277 1115
C

